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From the Editor

Inside This Issue

Brendan Hogan, Editor
Greetings! Welcome to
the first issue of our
JOURNAL for 2022! The
year got off to a rough
start, but I remain hopeful that the COVID-19
situation will improve as
the year goes on.
A special thanks to all who contributed to this issue. Frank MacKay provided a useful glossary of common modelling terms as
well as two other articles that he had leftover for his tenure as
editor. Scott Dummitt examines the aviators, crew, and aircraft
of the Royal Canadian Air Force in the latest article in his series
on the military units of Canada in miniature. The mysterious
Swami provides useful advice on modelling glue. David Gauthier, from the Toy Soldiers Club in Quebec City, shared an article
he wrote on John Jenkins Designs’ new series “Wellington in
India,” which focusses on the 1803 Battle of Assaye. Lastly, Ian
Pearson searched his archives and provided some interesting
material on uniforms of the British Territorial Army, Swiss artillery, British yeomanry, volunteers, and militia, as well as some
snapshots from the history of the Canadian Army.
I am hoping to get the second issue of the JOURNAL for 2022
out in September. Of course, I will need your help. Please consider writing a short article or sharing some photos. Original
content is needed… Desperately!

Cover Photo
The cover of this issue is provided courtesy of Eric Shaw, who
again supplied the editor with some photos of his RussoJapanese War diorama. The figures featured are from Team
Miniatures series on the 1904-1905 conflict between the empires of Russia and Japan. They are 1/30th scale and are painted with a matte finish. The war marked the first victory of an
Asian country against a Western power in modern times.
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President’s Message from Keith Ritchie, President of the
OMSS
Welcome to the first Journal of 2022. A lot has been happening since
our last meeting and last Journal of 2021, both in December. First we
had to cancel the January club meeting as result of re-imposition of Provincial restrictions. Followed now by re-opening, starting in February,
allowing us to meet in-person in Toronto. And we continue with the
Zoom meetings to connect members from Ottawa all the way to Chatham.
There is a lot of activity on the annual On Parade show, scheduled for
June 12. And the 60th Anniversary OMSS book is coming together.
I want to thank Brendan for taking time from his very busy schedule to volunteer as the Journal’s editor. I
also want to thank the contributors and the advertisers that, collectively, allow the Journal to be such a valuable medium for communicating and documenting stories and ideas for all of us. I am sure that there will be
information in this edition, and in previous ones – hopefully members will be inspired in preparing displays
for the June show.
It looks like we are solidly now on the road to re-opening. We intend on keeping up communications through
online media, such as Zoom, and through both the newsletter and the Journal, but we have resumed inperson monthly meetings. I expect that the re-opening of society will continue. Recognizing the efforts that
it takes all involved - especially Brendan – we will revert to a more timely schedule for the Journal, with
hopefully three issues per year. In this way, Brendan and all contributors can focus on maintaining the quality of the Journal material in future issues, even as we can now communicate a lot through being able to
again meet face-to-face.
Please enjoy the Journal – there is a lot in it! We welcome contributions for future issues. And we hope to
see everyone safe and sound at in-person meetings – and at On Parade.
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Common Modelling Terms

19.

Conversion—taking a figure from the box and
adapted it by taking off and adding or changing it.

20.

Detailing—adding or bringing up the small items.

21.

Diorama—representation using models of a particular scene or event.

22.

Displaying—showing your models at home or in
public displays.

By Frank MacKay
1.

Air brush—a tool to add paint on the figure.

2.

Assembly—put the model together.

3.

Animation—brining to “life” of an inanimate object.

4.

Balsawood—a very light wood used for various
modeling purposes.
23.
Base—a piece of wood or other material on which
the final figure will stand.
24.

5.
6.
7.

Base coat—the prime colour of what the final colour
will be.
25.
Battle damage—damage done during the course of
battle to equipment.

27.

Flash—excess material residue on a figure that must
be cleaned up.

9.

Brass rod—various thickness and diameters of brass
tubing used for pinning and detailing.
28.
Brushes—use for applying paint to model, various
sizes.
29.
Camouflage—the art of using specially designed 30.
clothing or paint schemes to help hide for the view
of the enemy.
31.
Casting—finished product from a mould or the making of a rubber mould.
32.
Ceramics –any object made in an earthly substance
capable of being hardened by fire.
33.
Clean-up—preparing a figure for painting by taking
mould lines and excess material off and washing the 34.
figure.

12.

13.
14.

15.

Cobalt dryer—special fluid that speeds up the dry- 35.
ing time of oil paint.

16.

Collector—miniature enthusiasts who acquires vin36.
tage or contemporary models to display or study.

17.

Composition—the pose of the figure or layout of
the diorama/vignette.

18.

Compressor—an air pump used with an air brush to
spray paint.

Exhibitions—a display of models for the public or
other modelers.
Figure—any sized item in a human form.

Blending—bringing the colours subtlety together.

11.

Engraving tools—any material that will engrave details into the surface of the figure.

26.

8.

10.

Dry brushing—raising details using very little paint
normally a lighter hue than the base coat.

Flats—a thin, silhouette like model known in Germany as Zinnfigur.
Frisk paper—transparent like tape.

Groundwork—what your figure will be resting on to
add to the realism of the display.
Highlighting—brining out the top of the colour and
or details.
Hollow cast—same as solid cast but the figure is
hollow inside (used by Britains).
Hue—the colour of the paint.
Interwar—descriptive term for an era between 1919
and 1939.
Kit bashing—combining arts from one or more kits
or add them to and original one to make a original
model.
Kit form—a model in which the components are
cast separately and put together by the modeler
maker.

37.

Lead—material used first for casting toy soldiers
(i.e. Britains).

38.

Lead rot—a disease that occurs in lead figures if not
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properly cared for.

painting.
Saturation—brilliance or vividness of a colour.

43.

Liquid mask—thins paint and cause at slight sheen 58.
to the finish.
59.
Lugs—parts on figure that join to form the finished
model.
60.
Moulding seams—excess material from the mold
during manufacturing causes raised surfaces on the
61.
model.
62.
Over base—a base that is too large for the figure or
figures being displayed.
63.
Paint—acrylic—water-based paints.

44.

Paint—aqueous—water-based acrylic paints.

45.

Paint—enamel—most common and basic type of
paint.

39.

40.
41.

42.

Scale—size of the figure or vehicle in relation to the
real one.
Scratch building—making a model from raw materials and parts not using kits.
Shading—darkening the base coat.

Shadow box—enclosed diorama that uses lights and
shadows to enhance the scene.
Sheet styrene—plastic that comes in various thickness.

64.

Sink marks—occur when a part has been removed
from the mold before the plastic has cooled.

65.

Snips—use for cutting small parts of sprues and detailed work.

66.

47.

Paint—oils– artist paints, in tubes.

Soldering—using heat to glue parts together especially metal figures.

48.

Pastels—chalk like sticks of colour used for weather- 67.
ing.

Sprue—the framing which the parts are moulded
onto when taken from the moulding machine.

49.

Photo etched—parts that are in metal and add 68.
greater detail to a figure or vehicle.
69.
Pinning—putting extra support into figures to se70.
cure better to the base.

Stand oil—causes a high gloss to the finish.

46.

50.

Paint—metallic—paint that represents silver, gold,
etc.

51.

Postwar—descriptive term for an era between 1945
71.
-1949.

52.

Primary colours—the basic colours—red, blue, and
72.
yellow.

53.

Primer coat—a protective layer of material over the
model to prevent paint from interacting with model
surface.

54.

Pyrogravure—small hot needle (normally electric)
to engrave plastics.

55.

Resin—plastic used to make figures.

56.

Reproduction—a model patterned after an antique
that is long out of production.

57.

Restoration—returning a model to its original operating condition and appearance by repair and re-

Stripping—taking paint off by chemical reaction.
Temperature—describes whether the hue is warm
or cold.

Thinners—mineral spirits, turpentine that waters
down the thickness of the paint.
Toy soldier—round metal figures.
•

Aluminum—slush cast aluminum was used
extensively in France during the early/mid
20th century and in England by just one company Wendal.

•

Army men—a recent distinction referring to
unpainted plastic toy soldiers, often copies of
proprietary makes, sold cheaply in poly bags
which makes them popular with wargamers
who require sizeable instant armies.

•

Composition—made from a mixture of sawdust and glue formed around a wire arma-
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ture. First manufactured in Austria at the end
of the 19th century, they grew to prominence
in Germany during the 1930s and 1940s. Also
manufactured in France, Belgium and extensively in Italy where they are known as Pasta
figures.

•

Premium—produced in all types of materials,
mostly post-war they are toy soldiers used to
promote a product such as coffee or breakfast cereal. They often carry the product
brand name rather than the toy manufacturer’s and have become collectible.

•

Dimestore—peculiar to the US where they
were sold through “five and dime” stores
from the 1920s to 1940s. Usually hollow cast
toy soldiers, some were also made in slush
cast iron.

•

Semi-flat—cast in solid lead they are not fully
three dimensional. First made in Germany in
the 1830s where they were superseded by
the solid toy soldier. They remained popular
in Austria well into the 20th century.

•

Flat—a two-dimensional wafer-thin toy soldier cast from tin in moulds engraved in slate,
produced in Germany and Austria from the
early 19th century to date.

•

•

Hollow cast—cast in metal, usually an alloy,
which cools and sets first where it touches 73.
the mould, the excess molten metal is then
74.
poured out leaving a hollow figure. Pioneered
by Britains in the UK in 1893 they were much
cheaper than the solid figures imported from 75.
Germany.

Solid lead—cast in solid metal usually lead
and most common in Germany during the
19th and early 20th centuries. The earliest
commercial production was by Lucotte in
France in 1785.

•

•

Turpentine used for cleaning/diluting oils.

Tweezers—point tool used of picking up small parts
and detail work.
Under base—a base that is to small for the figure or
figures being displayed.

Paper—toy Soldiers printed on sheets of pa- 76.
per or card to be cut out and mounted on
blocks of wood have been produced all over 77.
Europe and the US since the 1770s.

Undercoat—layer of paint applied on top of the primer on which the finished base coat is applied.

Plastic—produced from 1920s but mostly 78.
postwar to date. Early figures were made of
hard plastics such as acetate and polystyrene,
79.
giving way to softer plastics such as polythene
80.
and lately PVC.

Wash—thinned paint that flows over the model and
accumulates in the recess.

Vignette—small scene that includes a limited number of figures.

White metal—what some figures are made of.
Winton—adds a gloss or shine to the finish.
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Military Units of Canada in Miniature—The
Royal Canadian Air Force
By Scott Dummitt
The history of the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF)
dates back to the start of the First World War in
1914. While there was no RAF at that time, young
Canadians flocked to join the Royal Flying Corps and
the Royal Naval Air Service, some for patriotic reasons, others for a sense of adventure. No matter
what reason they joined for, Canadians seemed to
excel in the air services fighting the dreaded “Hun.”
There were approximately 22,000 Canadians in a variety of capacities that served during the war. Of this
number, 25 per cent of the service’s officer corps was
made up of Canadians when the war ended in November 1918. There were 171 Canadian “Aces” dur- vice saw action during the closing year of the war and
ing the war. A pilot or Air Gunner, who shot down 5 was the inspiration for the young Dominions which
or more enemy air craft, was considered an Ace.
would form their own air forces soon after. The CanaThe flying services were consolidated together on 1 dian Air Force (CAF) was formed after the war in
April 1918 to form the Royal Air Force. The new ser- 1920. In 1924, the CAF was granted the title “Royal”

Canada’s top air ACE William “Billy” Bishop,
VC, produced by John Jenkins Designs.

William George “Billy” Barker, VC,
was Canada’s first Ace produced
by John Jenkins Designs.

Arthur “Roy” Brown, DSC & Bar, is credited
with shooting down Germany’s Red Baron,
Manfred von Richthofen, on 21 April 1918.
Figure by John Jenkins Designs.
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arrive for the war;
however, No. 242
(Canadian) Squadron
of the RAF, is the first
operational squadron
made up of Canadian
air personal to see
service in October
1939. Canada’s contribution to the air
war would continually
increase throughout
the war years with a
Raymond Collishaw DSC, DFC, was
The “Black Maria” Raymond Collishaw’s Sopwith Triplane N533 "C" total of 215,000 men
Canada’s 2nd top ace for WWI with 60
1/30th Scale resin aircraft created by John Jenkins Designs.
victories by John Jenkins Designs.
and
women
(all
ranks) serving in 48
from King George V and became known as the Royal RCAF Squadrons and RAF squadrons throughout the
Canadian Air Force. The RCAF consisted of a perma- war. Canadian airmen saw service throughout Eunent full-time air element, a Non-Permanent Active rope, Asia, Middle East, the Aleutians and Canadian
Air Force (NPAAF) intended to train for a few weeks Coastal Command.
each year, and a Reserve Air Force to be called upon One of Canada’s greatest contributions to the air war
during national emergencies.
was the formation of the British Commonwealth Air
The between wars era of the RCAF was a difficult
time for the young service. Budget cuts by the government reduced the service to nothing more than a
token force used to help map the Canadian landscape. By the early 1930s, the RCAF was cut by 20%.
With the economy growing in 1935 the RCAF’s budget was increased allowing the force to once again
start to expand. In 1938, the RCAF gained a separate
status from the Army and RCN and both a Western
and Eastern Air Command were created. In February
1939, a detachment of No. 1 Squadron receives replacements for its obsolete Armstrong Whitworth
Siskin fighters with the new Hawker Siddeley Hurricane. On the 31 August 1939, No. 1 Squadron moved
to its war station at St. Hubert, QC. Then on the 10
September, Canada declared war on Germany.
No. 110 Squadron arrives in Liverpool, England on 25
February 1940 becoming the first RCAF squadron to

Training Plan (BCATP). A total of 131,000 airmen
would be trained during the war with approximately
73,000 of them Canadians.

Three Canadian RCAF airmen were awarded Victoria
Crosses posthumously for bravery during the Second
World War. The three all saw service in Europe—

Canadian Air Force cap badges circa 1920.
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RCAF Pilot getting a light from a USAAF
pilot aptly named “Gotta a Light.”
Produced by William Britain Limited.

RCAF Hawker Typhoon “City of Ottawa”
Andrew Mynarski and Ian BaSquadron produced by Corgi.
zalgette while serving in Bomber Command and David Hornel
serving with Coastal Command. Squadron Leader Ceylon and were inLeonard Birchall received the DFC for his actions in strumental in stopApproximately 17,000 women
following a Japanese invasion force off the coast of ping that invasion. served in the Women’s Division
Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) on 4 April 1942 until he was He was later award- during the war. WRAF produced by
Del Prado.
shot down. His actions alerted the British forces in ed the Order of the
British Empire for his actions as Senior Officer in the
Japanese POW camp and his outstanding efforts towards protecting his fellow prisoners from extremely
cruel treatment from their captors. He would continue his career in the RCAF after the war and go on to
become the Commandant of the Royal Military College of Canada as well appointed Honourary Colonel
for several units including his own beloved 413
Squadron. I had the honour of witnessing his appointee to 413 Squadron in the 1990s when I was a drummer with the Air Command Pipes and Drums based in
Ottawa.

AVRO ARROW CF-105 (unknown maker).

Demobilization after the war would see the RCAF
number approximately 12,000 personnel. In 1949,
Canada was one of the first North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) members. Canada sent pilots to
serve with allied air forces during the Korean War and
an air transport squadron. It also maintained 12 fighter squadrons in Europe in the 1950s. In 1956, Canada
10

reflected the service’s ties to the
RAF.
Meanwhile
the RCAF’s name
was changed to Air
Command
and
eventually the Canadian Air Force. It
would bear this
name until it eventually was renamed
the Royal Canadian
Air Force in 2011.
Canada’s Air Command would see
service in the Middle East during the Persian Gulf War of 1990-91 and
as part of NATO in the Balkans. Canadian air crew
would once again see combat service in the Middle
East after the 2001 terrorist attack in the United
States. The air force saw service in Afghanistan and
Libya.

Hobby Master’s CF-18 Hornet CAF 409 Squadron “Nightmare.”

and the United States signed the North American Air
Defence Treaty, a treaty designed to protect North
American air space. Canada also made major commitments to United Nation deployments throughout the
post war years.

On 1 February 1968, the Canadian government made Today, as the Royal Canadian Air Force, once again,
a controversial move by unifying the Army, RCN, and our nation’s interest and humanitarian efforts are
RCAF into the Canadian Armed Forces under one proudly supported by the RCAF.
command
and
issuing one uniform. It would be
17 years before
distinctive service
uniforms would
be re-introduced.
The Air Force
would go back to
a blue uniform,
but it would be
closer to that
worn by the USAF
than that previ- Canada’s beloved Golden Hawk air demonstration team flew the Canadair built F-86 Sabre. The team
was started in 1959 in celebration of 35 years of the RCAF. This 1/72 version was produced by Corgi.
ously worn that
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The Swami Answers Your Modeling Questions
Send modeling questions to The Swami, c/o The JOURNAL of the OMSS.
Question: O Enlightened One, I’m having a
hard time finding a
strong, permanent glue
to use in modeling my
figures. Have you any
advice?

We are fortunate to live in an age where a galaxy of
adhesive products is available to us and the selection
of your favourite is largely a matter of personal preference developed through experimentation.

For plastic figures (Historex, Tamiya, etc.), my personal choice is cyanoacrylate or superglue. It produces a
very strong bond in seconds but leaves very little
Answer: The glue used time for adjustment, so make sure you’re placing the
to assemble figures, be they plastic, resin or metal, is part exactly where you want it. It’s commonly availaobviously a vitally important basic consideration in ble in any dollar store, sometimes four tiny tubes in a
modeling. It’s very frustrating to
pack. The major drawhave painted a nice figure that
back is that it’s as thin
you’re proud of, only to have an
and runny as water and it
arm fall off after a slight bump or
is common to get your
have it fall off years later when the
fingers stuck together or
glue dries out. Restoration can be
to the piece. A brand
difficult and consumes time that
called Brush ‘n’ Bond,
should be devoted to new proavailable at Dollar Tree,
jects.
can be brushed on and
I’ve had excellent results
I remember the first figure I ever
with it. In recent years
did (Airfix in the 1970’s) was asthey’ve developed gel
sembled with Elmer’s white glue
superglue which elimibecause I didn’t know any better.
nates this problem and
Strangely, it did the job quite well
puts the glue right where
and held together perfectly for
you need it. There are
over a decade until the surface
several brands available
tension was broken as it dried out
but my current favourite
and the figure literally fell apart
is Gorilla gel superglue. It
after a slight jostle. The residue
costs more but is well
could be scraped off with a fingerworth the expenditure
nail, so at least the parts were salfor the convenience and
vageable. The same result is often
accuracy.
seen in old models put together
with Testor’s model airplane glue,
generally regarded as completely
obsolete nowadays.

For resin and metal figures, the hands-down
best glue is A+B epoxy.
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Mixed in equal parts and thick as honey, it provides
an excellent and permanent bond in five minutes.
The wait time permits slight adjustment of the parts
but it seems like an eternity before the grab is solid.
It’s best to allow the joint to cure overnight before
proceeding. My personal favourite has always been
Lepage’s 5-minute epoxy in the twin injector pack,
which has never let me down. Products from J-B
Weld claim to be the strongest glue on earth but I
would rate them only as average. Anything made by
Permatex is not fit to flush down the toilet in my
opinion and is a complete waste of money.

While epoxy is capable of filling gaps, do not be
tempted to use it as a final finish to smooth over
joined parts. It cannot be sanded effectively and may
react with paint if not primed. Various putties are
available for this purpose and if the members demand it, I will discuss them in my next column.
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The Battle of Assaye
By David Gauthier, Toy Soldiers Club
Many know of Wellington’s military achievements
during the Peninsular War or at Waterloo, but his
greatest success on a battlefield probably was the
Battle of Assaye (23 September 1803) during the Second Anglo-Maratha War (1803-1805). With the release of the new collection from Hong Kong-based
John Jenkins Designs called “Wellington in India,” it
would be nice to do some recap.
The Second Anglo-Maratha War is quite a complex
thing to explain, but still can be summarized like this.
Before the war, the Maratha territory (most of inland
India) was divided between five major chiefs. They
were often quarreling amongst themselves. At some
point, Baji Rao II, 13th Peshwa of the Maratha Empire, had some relatives of his nemesis Holkar executed. A war started between the different chiefs and
Baji Rao II found himself defeated. So, he sought out
the British East India Company and asked for help as

Portrait of the Duke of Wellington by Antoine
Claudet (1844).
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Sepoys of the 1/8th Madras Native Infantry produced by John Jenkins Designs for their new “Wellington in
India” series, which focuses on the Battle of Assaye.

The two phases of the battle.
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his father was one of their allies during the First Anglo-Maratha War (1775-1782). The deal was to get
help to recover his land and his territory
would become a British protectorate. For
Britain, this was a good opportunity to gain a
new territory and possibly assert control
over the remainder of the Maratha Empire.
The commanders Gerard Lake, Arthur
Wellesley (who would later become Duke of
Wellington), and James Stevenson were dispatched to resolve this conflict in the best of
British East India Company’s interests and
thus, Britain itself. And so started the Second
Anglo-Maratha War.
The Maratha Empire was not an opponent to
underestimate. During the early nineteenth
century, India was a tempting target for
many imperialist countries. So, they were
interfering as much as they could to get their
share of wealth and territory. Maratha was
quite a rich territory, and France was keen to
send unofficial help and mercenaries. This is
why many officers in the Maratha Empire
were French. These officers trained Maratha
troops for European warfare. The Maratha
Empire also had access to great wealth and a
vast population to raise and equip armies.
This made the Marathas a formidable opponent for the British.

the British and Marathas fought the Battle of Assaye only a few days later, on 23 September. An
outnumbered British force of 9,500 men and 17
guns confronted a Maratha army with an estimated
strength of 50,000 men and 100 guns, including
10,800 European trained troops. In addition to the
English troops, the British Army at Assaye comprised Scottish Highlanders, allied Maratha cavalry,
Mysore cavalry, and sepoy troops recruited by the
British East India Company. Sepoy was the nickname given to all native soldiers in the service of the
European powers in India and is also the type of

The Maratha artillery resurrecting and firing in the back of
the British troops.

troop produced by John Jenkins Designs for this first
The war officially started on 11 September 1803, and release of this new series.
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At the beginning of the battle, the Maratha army was
positioned in a long line on a point of land between
two rivers, affording the Marathas considerable fire
power and posing an obstacle to the British, who
would have to cross the river. Upon observing the
Maratha dispositions, Wellington tried to flank them
and move his army to the tip of the point between
the two rivers. To counter Wellington’s move, the
Maratha army simply rotated by 90 degrees and realigned. However, the Maratha manoeuvre reduced
the length of their line considerably. By doing so, the
previously long line of firepower was shortened, with
the soldiers in the rear ranks unable to fire their muskets.

gunners were only pretending to be casualties. After
the British infantry advanced passed them, they
stood up and turned their guns to shoot the British in
the back. More British troops were sent forward, and
eventually the Maratha army collapsed and retreated. Against all odds, the British won the battle but
were too exhausted to pursue the retreating Marathas. With 1,600 wounded, dead, and missing in action, the British Army lost 17% of its troops. The Marathas lost 6,000 casualties.

Eventually, the British and their allied Marathas won
the war. This resulted in the end of the Maratha
chieftains system as it once was. Most of the territory
was now under British control by one of the different
The Maratha artillery fire was very violent, and the
treaties signed with the East India Company. Despite
British soon realized that they had to charge the guns the high number of casualties suffered by the British,
or face annihilation. The British charged the Maratha the Duke of Wellington himself later said that the
guns to disable them. When the first line of the Mara- Battle of Assaye was his finest accomplishment on
tha artillerymen laid down on the ground, the British the battlefield, since so much was staked on the eninfantry kept advancing and started to engage the
gagement.
Marathas in depth. However, the first line of Maratha
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The Soldiers That Never Die
By Jack Mosher

Equally prized are those belonging to Igor Cassini, who favours Russians - Tsarist Russians, because
he was a refugee from the original Red Regiment.
Known to readers of Hearst newspapers as Colly
Knickerbocker, Cassini likes his figures not only wild
but decidedly risqué. Several Cossacks roaming his
shelves have ravishing women captives slung abaft
their saddles who certainly aren’t dressed for a windy
morning’s ride across the steppes, for they wear no
clothes at all.

Joseph Eaton, the husky ex-air corps Colonel who
runs Arthur Murray’s dance College in the frontier
town of Detroit - can hardly wait to get home night,
because for years he and his brother Charlie have
been re-fighting Napoleon’s campaigns in miniature.
They now head a fair-sized basement to accommodate several hundred tiny horse drawn cannon, cook
wagons, ambulances and thirty thousand cigarette- The columnist, like most seasoned collectors, also
likes plenty of them. And he’s been mighty crowded
size lead soldiers.
Is this child’s play? As recently as a generation ago, in his 61st Street office since his wife - Gene Tierney,
most Americans thought so, despite the hobby’s cen- the movie lady - limited him to a thousand select
turies-old popularity among European adults. In 1939, items around their fifth Avenue apartment. Nevertheits followers on this side of the Atlantic still numbered less, Cassini went right ahead recently and snatched a
no more than a corporal’s guard. Since World War II, whole army from under the well-powered nose of
however, they have quickly stepped-up defenses ac- Helena Rubinstein. “They tell me she offered ten
tivities. And as growing public acceptance of the in- thousand” he said, when I called on him and his Costerest here encourage veteran’s fanciers --the cor- sacks one evening. As for the new addition it numporal’s guard - to bring their warlike little figures out bers 2,500 figures. They were made by a Czarist geninto the open; some truly amazing armies are coming eral who escaped in 1918 to Copenhagen, where he
spent more than thirty years completing this miniato light.
ture cross section of Imperial Russia’s finest regiAmong them are the personal forces of the Honora- ments. Some date back to the reign of crafty old Nichble Seldin Chapin, present US Ambassador to Pana- olas I, who introduced Napoleon to the original deep
ma. Mr. Chapin specializes in Lucottes, authentic Na- freeze in the winter of 1812. “The General, Paul
poleonic miniatures that have not been made for Goudine-Levkovitch” added Cassini, throwing in a soclose to a hundred years, which he repairs and paints. cial note, “died at Cannes. Only a few days after reHe already has enough to fill several trunks, for dur- ceiving my check.”
ing his long diplomatic career the ambassador has
been picking them up regularly in one world capital or A space problem also confronts a husky landscape
another. Meanwhile, back in Chicago, Adolf Ficker has engineer named Ashton McDonnell and his wife, who
spent fifty-sic of the best years of his life getting to- find that even a roomy old three story house in Devgether miniatures of those who fought for -- or on, Pennsylvania lacks the extra room required by
against -- General George Custer. The resulting mass ever-increasing legions. “I warned Francis before we
of US 7th Cavalry would scare the daylights out of were marries” says McDonnell “we’d need plenty of
space.” She took him, however, soldiers and all, only
Sitting Bull.
to find that their honeymoon apartment quickly beTheir service dress also contrasts sharply with that of came too small to share with a growing army. The big
a well kept little army maintained by Mrs. Arnold man, who fights these little figures as others do the
Grace, of the famous steamship family, in her New booze, had several thousand and more during the
York quarters. Mrs. Grace exquisite French figures, carefree days of early wedlock.
including the works of Jacques Dillys, a young Paris
newspaperman who has recently been making a Three apartments and two houses later, McDonnell
name for himself in the miniature field. They know no ahs the finest - if not the largest - collection on this
touch but that of the fine camel’s hair brush that is continent. But for the life of him, he couldn’t tell you
used by connoisseurs to keep the dust off their pre- within a thousand or so how many are now under the
same roof with his family and himself. He hasn’t held
cious items.
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a general muster since they moved five years ago
from nearby Valley Forge. It was there that he first
began to bring his forces out of hiding, when it was
found he had more Revolutionaries, for one thing,
than Washington commanded at Yorktown. As for
McDonnell, who stems from colonial stock and is a
game gal from away back, she remembers that when
it came time to abandon Valley Forge, she spent
three solid months packing.

McDonnell was recently named a governor of the
Company of Military Collectors and Historians, an influential hobbyist group formed in 1949 that already
has close to a thousand members. And of late, after
buying and swapping miniatures since he was six, he
has turned to making his own - every true fancier’s
ultimate goal. A troop of his Sheridan cavalry recently
appeared as guests of honor at a luncheon of The
Poor Richard Club in nearby Philadelphia. And they
are only part of the largest Union army since the Civil
War days - now drawn up in McDonnell’s basement.

enjoyed by their full-sized, real-life prototypes.
Originally, Munn reveals, miniature Civil War engagements had to fought with French legionnaires standing in for Confederates, while British redcoats took
the place of Northern forces. During an intermediate
period when the United States had yet to market a
military miniature that could be called its own, troops
for both sides were turned out by an enterprising
French firm – Mignot for Paris. “They still didn’t look
right” says Munn, a stickler for authenticity. And he is
much better pleased with the efforts of Quincy, Massachusetts doctor named Ralph Bussler who recently
gave up his practice to correct this situation.
“Bussler’s are much closer” feels Munn “to the real
thing.”
A rising young attorney, Munn is also well qualified to
refute the charge that such is child’s play. The lead
soldier’s life as a toy, he reveals, began less than a
century ago, when Bismarck, the great German chancellor, first encouraged production of tiny armies for
the nursery command. Prior to that, they had been
grown up’s thing, with a history as old man’s organized military activities. Samples have been unearthed dating back thousands of years. Caesar had a
few. During mediaeval days, they were carried or
worn as good luck pieces called talisman. Lusty old
Henry VIII is said to have taken for better care of a set
made for him than he did of his considered collection
of women folk.

The largest Confederate force - whose very whereabouts was for years a closely guarded miniature secret - is now reported by Northern spies to be
camped just outside Indianapolis, on the farm of Josiah K. Lilly, the drug tycoon. A sizeable Rebel army is
also owned by Orson Munn Jr. who would certainly
receive an award of some kind if Robert E. Lee were
still alive. For not long ago this resident of New York’s
Peter Cooper Village took over command of a mortally wounded General AS Jackson and proved himself a Napoleon first made them popular in modern times,
far better man on the field than such-touted S Grant
Munn continued, when he used thousands to demonby winning the Battle of Shiloh for the South.
strate how he proposed winning battles. The Little
Whenever Munn wants to again reverse history, he Corporal, it seems, also introduced them to military
simply lifts the living room rug. On the floor under- academies, displaying a group of visual education far
neath is a plan of the terrain in involved. “I kept out ahead of his time. For pictures and maps be all very
of that peach orchard, for one thing” he said outlining well, he argued, but a few of these realistic little fighis strategy while we looked over the battle field one ures lined up in front of him a would-be officer was
evening recently. “That’s where Johnny Reb got clob- on the field.
bered by Grant’s artillery back in Sixty-two.” The Pe- The same could be said of men like Lyle Thoburn, a
ter Cooper Villager also owes much too effective use former cavalry officer and now vice president of a
of his own artillery. Which is rather a hollow use of busy Cleveland auto parts manufacturing concern.
the word - contrary to juvenile practice - not a single Like the rest of the corporals’ guard of veteran fancishot was fired in this big league of lead soldiering. ers, Mr. Thoburn has been collecting since he was
Tiny combatants, often costing as much as $50 each, scarcely taller than a lea soldier himself. And when he
are advanced, retired or put out of commission by a recently addressed a letter to Harry Barker Jr., a Wilroll of the dice or the urn of a card, thus surviving to mington, Delaware man who makes miniatures to
fight another day - a happy circumstance not always order, along came a portable effigy of Mr. Thoburn’s
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great uncle that often goes about with him socially.
Its owner acts nonchalant; of course, a she produces
this illustrious ancestor, remarking to some fellow
guest at a party “I don’t believe you’ve met General
Joseph Thoburn. He was killed at Cedar Creek.”
In addition to Great Joseph, shot by a Confederate
trooper who got through the lines wearing Union
garb, Mr. Thoburn has 8,367 other figures – he counted them for this article – on his shelves. And among
the rapidly growing fraternity to which he belongs,
the above practice is all uncommon. A cigarette size
general – even when mounted – just fits nicely into a
man’s coat pocket. But his most valuable figures –
aside from sentimental regard – is a common English
foot soldier with a rifle no bigger than a pin, yet capable of firing an infinitesimal slug.

1:35

48mm Size is a bit more difficult to under-

1:32

52mm European manufacture of toy sol-

1:31

54mm diers during the previous three cen-

stand. This metric evolved from the

turies. Rather than sculpt toy soldiers
to a given scale, these manufacturers
1:16 105mm sculpted them to standardized sizes.
1:14 120mm From this practice, the popular
standard of 54mm evolved and be1:12 140mm came rooted in the Historical Minia1:8.4 200mm ture hobby. This measurement usually denotes the nominal height of a
miniature figure from the soles of the feet to the
eyes, however some manufacturers measure from
the feet to the top of the head. Furthermore, the
“54mm” size is measured relative to the proportions
of the subject, thus a Napoleon figure marked as
“54mm” in size will not actually measure 54mm from
feet to eyes, nor would a “54mm” figure of John
Wayne. However, a typical man (from 5’8” to 5’10” in
actual height) would be sized to measure approximately 54mm from feet to eye level.
1:16.8 100mm

This is one of only three, turned out many years ago
by William Britain, founder of an aptly named firm
that has made lead soldiers for six generations of royalty. And as one miniature army after another turns
up here in the United States, the writer is reminded
of a story by Dennis Britain, the firm’s present head,
which illustrates what could happen of President Ei- With a little bit of mathematics, we can calculate that
senhower should call around one day to inspect a a 5’10” man in 1:1 scale measures 1778mm in height.
However, the same man would only measure approxparticular collector’s forces.
imately 1676mm from the soles of the feet to the
For young Britain was guarding their booth in the toy eyes (under the assumption that eye level is 4” below
fair at Wembley one afternoon in 1928 when who the top of the head). Thus 1:1 in scale is roughly
should come along but bearded old George V. “I equivalent to a 1676mm size. This information can
shouldn’t be surprised,” he said, turning to the lad then be used to derive a ratio for translating from
after he ran a kindly eye over the long lines of Life one measurement system to the other. Using this raGuards and Bengal Lancers he had arranged with tio, we can see how the most popular scales and sizes
such care “If your army is larger than mine.”
relate to each other.

Scales & Sizes

Note that 1:32 is not
equivalent to 54mm, nor
By Colorado Miniatures
is 1:16 equivalent to 120mm (as so many modelers
assume!). Also, for the small minority of manufacturTo the novice, one of the most confusing aspects of
ers that use a size measurement, but measure from
this hobby is understanding what is meant by the
the feet to the top of the head, one must recompute
different scale and/or size designations on various
the above ratio (but neglecting the 4” offset) to arrive
manufacturers’ figure kits.
at the correct equivalencies for that manufacturer’s
There are two types of designations in use today:
products. Scales like 1:35 and 1:16 are the norm for
scale and size. Scale is easily understood as a reprethe modelling world, whereas sizes like 54mm are the
sentation of the reduction in kit size from actual size. norm for the Historical Miniaturists. You only need to
These can be written in different forms (e.g. “1/32nd” understand the mathematics, and it becomes a simor “1:32” both refer to “one thirty-second scale”), but ple matter of ratios to convert from one measuring
the Colorado Miniatures website uses only the nusystem to the other.
meric format (i.e. 1:32).
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Uniforms of the Territorial Army
Contributed by Ian Pearson, Archivist of the OMSS
Taken from Uniforms of the Territorial Army issued by John Player & Sons. These cards appeared in tobacco packages. The set of 50 cards could be pasted into a booklet that had a description of each card.

The Law Association Volunteers
1803

Duke of Cumberland’s Sharpshooters 1803

1st Wessex Field Ambulance Royal
Army Medical Corps 1908

When danger from Napoleon threatened, London raised many corps of
Volunteers. At the Hyde Park Review
of 1803, King George III nicknamed
the Law Association Volunteers “The
Devil’s Own.” In Queen Victoria’s
reign, the name was the Inns of
Court Regiment and formed part of
the famous “Grey Brigade.” The
drawing shows a member of the
original regiment of 1803.

When numerous corps of Volunteers were disbanded after Waterloo, two remained. This was
one of them with the name later
changing to Queen Victoria’s Rifles. The drawing shows the original uniform of 1803.

The work of the Royal Army Medical
Corps is famous throughout the Army. They hold a distinctive honour –
the unit holds the French Croix-deGuerre for treatment and evacuation of 2,000 wounded civilians
from St. Amand during the heavy
bombardment from 22 to 25 October 1914. The drawing shown the
uniform from pre-war period with a
horsed ambulance in the background.
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Swiss Confederation Artillery of the Military
Forces of Canton Zurich 1837
Epaulettes—gold lace with a gold wire half moon, all
By Robert J. Williams in BMSS “The Bulletin” No. 2
1974 (contributed by Ian Pearson, Archivist of the
OMSS)
OFFICER
Shako—black leather, very slightly tapered towards
the top. The body covered in black felt with a black
leather band around the top and base. Horizontal
black leather peak. An Arabic numeral ‘1’ with
crossed cannons above the gilt. Gilt metal loop, with
a flaming grenade device in place of a button holding
a cockade. Red pompom with a red tuft on a neck,
Gilt lion’s head hooks at each side. Gilt chin chain
looped up to the right side of the shako.

Coatee—single breasted, dark blue with a high red
collar, red piping down the front, around the waist,
around the rear skirt pocket flaps and around the top
of the cuffs. Red turnbacks with gold embroidered
flaming grenades and red cuff flaps. Gilt buttons
down the front, three on each cuff, two at the rear
waist and three on each rear shirt flap.

on a red base. Gold fringe on the left epaulette only.
Gold lace securing loops on red bases.
Pouch belt—black leather worn over the epaulette.
Gilt lion’s head, three chains, shield bearing a flaming
grenade, rectangular buckle, slide and tip.

Pouch—black leather, the lid edged all round with gilt
beading. Crossed cannons surmounted by a flaming
grenade in gilt.
Overalls—dark blue with double red stripes. Brass
spurs crewed in the heels of the boots.
Sword belt—black leather with a gilt snake clasp.
Black leather sword slings.
Sword—brass three bar hilt with steel scabbard with
brass fittings. Silver cord sword knot.
Gloves—white.
GUNNERS

General colour scheme as for the officer except for
red woolen fringe epaulettes on both shoulders, blue
grenades on the turnbacks and red piping
on the trousers. White
leather waist belt with
a brass snake clasp of
a similar design to the
officers’ pattern. Brass
hilted sabre, in a brass
tipped, black leather
scabbard suspended
from a white frog.
White support straps
for the red cowhide
pack. Great coat rolled
in a red and white cover and the attached to
the pack by two white
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straps.

patches which also have silver fringe. The braid and
fringe on the epaulettes could be gold or silver but
because of tarnishing it is difficult to determine.
Buttons were copper.

DRIVER

As for the gunner but with black leather lined strides
and blackened spurs screwed into the boots. The side
view of the driver reveals a dark blue, red piped, sup- Helmet—typical Light Dragoon jockey cap with bearskin crest and leopard skin turban. Black or dark blue
port strap for the waistbelt.
bow and tails at the back with four silver tassels.
Coquetdale Yeoman Cavalry 1805-1828
Brass chains around turnban brass bound peak, brass
By Malcolm Dawson in BMSS “The Bulletin” No. 8 band (fig 8) and badge (fig 12). Brass nameplate (fig
1971 (contributed by Ian Pearson, Archivist of the 10) which read ‘Coquetdale Yeom. Cavalry’.
OMSS)

The rest of the uniform was not shown however it
The Regiment was raised in Rothbury, a small market would be assumed that normal boots, breeches, sash,
town at the foot of the Cheviots in Northumberland. etc. would complete the dress. No information given
The River Coquet divides the town, hence the name on horse furniture.
of the regiment. Like many
such units raised for the
emergency, it never saw active service, in fact it was only called out once and that
was a false alarm. The unit
ended up in some lonely hostelry and were not seen or
heard of for two days. Their
horses, obviously fed up with
the whole episode, had arrived home in Rothbury a
good twenty-four hours before.
The officer’s uniform illustrated is in the Northumberland Fusiliers Museum at Alnwick Castle.
Jacket—crimson with green.
Plastron, cuffs, turn backs,
patches between turn backs,
collar and piping on back and
sleeves. Lining on collar and
turnbacks white. Silver braid
on collar. Cuffs and back
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The Royal Guernsey Artillery—artillery came to the
Island of Guernsey around 1569 when Queen Elizabeth I authorised the issue of six pieces of artillery
contributed by Ian Pearson, Archivist of the OMSS and two culverins from the Tower of London. The
The Royal Putney, Roehampton and Mortlake Volun- Corps of Militia Artillery was formed in 1755 and up
teers—they were formed in 1803 during the Napole- to this time picked men of the infantry manned the
onic invasion scare and consisted of 72 men with one guns. Four companies of Field Artillery were formed
in 1755 and 1758 with coastal batteries manned by
Captain, two Lieutenants, and one Ensign and all
the infantry.
were unpaid.

Modelling Ideas—Get the Spare Parts Box
Out

The uniform consisted of a scarlet jacket face blue
with plain white lace and lined. White breeches, black
whole gaiters, stock and clasp of black leather and a
lacquered gilt cap and belt (cap badge and buckle)
with swords and worsted sashes for Sergeants and
Corporals. Also great coats, gloves and knapsacks,
strong toed shoes and canteens were also added. Local tailors made the uniforms while The Tower supplied two drums, three Sergeant Halberds and 25
stands of Arms. These were of the Brown Bess type
and subsequently fitted with a screw driver and double worm.

Uniforms of officers and men were similar to that
worn by the Royal Artillery however in 1830 when
Militia Corps were ordered to wear silver lace instead
of gold, the Guernsey Artillery were permitted to retain their gold lace. The officers lace on the sleeves
was laid on scarlet cloth to distinguish them from the
RA. In 1881 the uniform was similar in all respects to
that of the Royal Artillery except that the letter “M”
was worn on the shoulder knots.

One interesting point is it may have been the only
artillery unit presented with colours in 1820 and can
be seen in the Regimental Museum. In 1853 they got
Two fifers were later employed with the Command- new guns (9-pdr and 24-pdr howitzers) and later reing Officer being the Earl of Bessborough and Colours organized in 1878 with permanent staff of regulars.
During WW1 they formed a divisional ammunition
were presented by the Marchioness of Downshire.
There is no record of their disbandment but in Febru- column but not re-formed after the war and never
ary 1860 they formed at Richmond as the 9th Surrey returned to the island.
Rifles later becoming successively the 5th Surrey Rifle
Volunteers, the 3rd Volunteer Battalion East Surrey
Royal Guernsey Light Dragoons—the first cavalry unit
Regiment and finally the 6th Battalion West Surrey
in Guernsey appeared around 18th century and conRegiment TA.
sisted of a troop of horse with two officers and fiftyHampshire Carabiniers Yeomanry 1892—the uniform five other ranks. Little is known about them and
consisted of a white metal helmet with spike but no seems unlikely that they had a standard uniform.
plume. The tunic and breeches were blue with two
Their parade performance wasn’t much better and
white seam stripes on pants. The facings were white were excused parades much to the envy of infantry
on collar, cuffs, shoulder straps and short gloves. A
types. Early in the 19th century the cavalry was wearwhite cross belt was worn with white metal buttons. ing the same pattern uniform as Light Dragoons of
Boots were black. The horses were chestnut, white
the regular Army 1812-1835. Details are not really
throat plume with black fur or sheepskin saddle cover clear. They were disbanded in 1835.
and black horse furnishings.
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Looking Back in Canadian History—Queen Mother Presents Colours to Toronto Scottish
contributed by Ian Pearson, Archivist of the OMSS from the Canadian Army Journal, 1965

Her Majesty the Queen Mother as Colonel-in-Chief presented new Colours to the Toronto Scottish Regiment
June 25 at a ceremony at Varsity Stadium during her five-day Royal Visit. She was welcomed by Lord Thomson of Fleet, Honorary Colonel of the Regiment. The Queen Mother said “Your devotion to duty when the
world’s peace was threatened is emblazoned for all to read on the Colours I have given you tonight.”
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Looking Back in Canadian History—The South Africa War 50th Anniversary 1950
contributed by Ian Pearson, Archivist of the OMSS from the Canadian Army Journal, October 1950
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